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Statement of the Problem: Fast growing cyanobacteria have potential as platform 
organisms for photosynthetic production of variety of chemicals. Amongst the various 
applications of cyanobacteria is production of simple sugars through the hydrolysis of 
stored glycogen. However, a big challenge in the widespread use is the slow growth of 
these organisms. Many of these cells require bubbling of CO2 mixed with air to improve 
growth rates. Marine cyanobacteria have greater advantage for countries with limited 
freshwater supply. Synechococcus PCC 7002 cells are marine/euryhaline cyanobacteria 
with fastest reported growth rates. However, these cells have low basal levels of glycogen, 
limiting their potential as producers of sugars.

Methodology & Result: In this work, we overexpressed two different native carbon transporters in Synechococcus PCC 7002 
cells. The overexpression of these transporters led to a significant increase in growth and biomass concentration both on air 
as well as on 1% Carbon dioxide. Additionally, the glycogen content of the cells was greater in the engineered cells both on 
air and on 1% CO2. The glycogen productivity in the cells was about 4-fold than those for the control cells. We also document 
other changes in the cells on overexpression of this transporter such as altered pigment content when grown in presence of air.

Conclusion & Significance: Our work shows the utility of increased carbon transport in improving the growth and product 
formation in this cyanobacterium. The improved productivity on just air has potential for significant cost-savings. As the 
approach improves carbon intake and assimilation, it has the potential to improve productivity of other molecules using this 
cyanobacterium and could be an important advancement in increasing the utility of these organisms as potential photosynthetic 
bio-factories.
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